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Our results show that one can
detect cows with imbalanced
energy status thanks to the
measurement of a few biomarkers
in milk.
These will enable animal breeders
to improve the selection of
resilient, yet highly productive
animals.
They will also help farmers,
veterinarians and MROs to
manage dairy herds better, via
individual monitoring of the
health and welfare of the animals.

Key results
An innovative research population obtained from research herds based in 5 countries
provided the phenotypic variability to develop novel approaches linking milk
composition based biomarkers to production efficiency, health, metabolic status,
fertility, environmental footprint and animal welfare state; some key results were:
• Milk MIR spectra can be used
for a cheap, easy to implement
and accurate prediction of the
metabolic status of dairy cows:
models have been constructed
that can evaluate whether a cow
is metabolically imbalanced with
a global accuracy of 87 %.
Grelet et al., 2018, https://doi.org/10.1017/S1751731118001751
• Milk MIR spectra might also be used for predicting many other innovative phenotypes
(e.g., GplusE added knowledge on the prediction of Nitrogen efficiency of dairy cows).
Clément Grelet <c.grelet@cra.wallonie.be>
• The combined measurements of BHB (Beta-Hydroxy-Butyrate), NEFA (Non
esterified Fatty Acids) and IGF-I allows determination of whether the energy
metabolism of an animal is imbalanced.
Measurements in milk can predict metabolic status with a fair accuracy. MIR spectra
and measurements of metabolites & enzymes work fine, IgG glycans had insufficient
accuracy.
Miel Hostens <Miel.Hostens@ugent.be>
The results from the research population were used to obtain the many novel results in a
larger population of MIR phenotypes and genotyped commercial cows; a few highlights:
• Targeted combination of estimated breeding values for lower accuracy MIR based
biomarkers increased their usefulness in genetic evaluation of dairy cattle for
robustness.
Nicolas Gengler <nicolas.gengler@uliege.be>
• Genome wide association studies may help in selection for improved resilience of
dairy cattle to heat stress.
Hedi Hammami <hedi.hammami@uliege.be>

The project also studied relationships between some molecular phenotypes for key
physiological traits:
• RNA sequencing data were obtained from whole blood and liver of genotyped cows
with extensive phenotype data available. These have identified gene pathways linking
metabolic status with fertility and mastitis, providing new evidence to understand the
relationships between immune status and health in postpartum dairy cows.
Claire Wathes <dcwathes@RVC.AC.UK>
GplusE-developed biomarkers worked not only in breeding; using the same innovative
phenotypes, they contributed to advances in management:
• An HACCP approach for farm level management of critical negative energy balance
has been developed: 11 risk factors and 7 critical control points have been identified as
the most important ones. Benefits from using milk MIR prediction of physiologically
imbalanced cows in the approach have been evaluated by on-farm trials and by
economic analyses.
Søren Østergaard <soren.ostergaard@anis.au.dk>

Visit our webpage
http://www.gpluse.eu/

• To get an updated list of our publications;
• To be informed on the venue and date of the final meeting of GplusE;
• To see the videos of the trainings schools organised by GplusE:
“New genomic and management tools for healthier dairy cows”;
• To see the video showcasing the impact of GplusE on our daily lives;
• To get a list of contacts for key people in the project.
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